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        	Payment Solutions
	PayU’s global payment platform allows merchants to accept payments in any market, while enabling a wide range of payment optimization and security features via a single API.
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        PayU Payment SolutionsLearn more about the payment solutions we offer – all through one global integration.

	Online Payment Processing
	PayU Enterprise
	Payment Orchestration




	
        Payment MethodsLearn more about popular global and local online payment methods, and see which payment methods are supported by PayU across different markets.

	Online Payment Methods
	Payment Methods Catalog
	Buy Now Pay Later




	
        IndustriesPayU provides a wide range of solutions for merchants in specific market verticals, including a dedicated offering for SMBs.
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	Discover value-added payment services available via PayU, from industry-leading payment security and fraud protection to optimization features for getting the most out of your online payments.
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        Our BlogIn-depth content related to e-commerce, payment technology, and everything else that’s important to us.

	Tech
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  	  	    Fintech for a world without financial borders

                PayU GPO, a payment technology leader, is building a more inclusive future of finance.

              
  
  
  	
          
        
          
        

        
          Global payment solutions, SMB & Enterprise solutions

          
            
            	Grow your sales in high-growth markets with PayU GPO online payment solutions, processing locally and optimizing your approval rates.             
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          Single connection to local and global online payment methods for enterprises

          
            
            	PayU GPO industry-leading range of common and alternative payment method options helps your business to reach more customers and enter new markets.            
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          Financial inclusion through efficient credit

          
            
            	We help users underserved by traditional finance to access credit online, expanding the digital marketplace for merchants and consumers alike.            

          

                      Learn more about PayU Credit
                  

      
                        
        
          
        

        
          Fintech thought leadership

          
            
            	Content and insights at the intersection of fintech, financial inclusion, e-commerce, and the digital economy.            
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        Optimize sales with one global payment solution

        
      
            
                              PayU’s global payment enterprise platform offers a single, direct API connection to accepting and optimizing online payments in any global market. Providing access to hundreds of local and global online payment methods while streamlining payment security and leveraging the latest in payment routing and optimization technology, PayU GPO helps you get the most out of your online payments for enterprises.

 

Whether you are a local business, ambitious scale-up, or an established global merchant, PayU GPO is the gateway to maximizing e-commerce revenue while offering customers a smooth and secure online payment experience.

          

  








  
    
      
          
  












	
		  
  
        
      
                
          
        

                
        
          A message from Daniel Cohen, PayU Global Payments CEO

          Cultivating a legacy of transformation and growth, at PayU Global Payments, we take immense pride in empowering businesses to thrive on a global scale. Our unwavering commitment to operational excellence has become the cornerstone of our success, driven by the belief that our customers’ successes are the true measure of our own achievements.



In every aspect of our operations, from cutting-edge technology to a passionate team of experts, we strive to deliver an exceptional experience that goes beyond the transactional. Our goal is to be our customers’ strategic partner, providing invaluable insights and support as they navigate the dynamic landscape of global payments and grow their business.

          

          
        

      

    

      

  
    
    
  












  
    
      Visit our payment solutions portal to learn more 
      See what PayU GPO can do for you
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          International Women’s Day 2024        

        Celebrating women and their achievements is a daily duty of everyone who wants to make a change.
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          Meet PayU at MPE Berlin 2024￼        

        Eager to explore how PayU can revolutionize your payment strategies? Meet us at MPE Berlin
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        Check that are waiting for companies entering the international market.
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          PayU at eTail West 2024: Redefining E-commerce Frontier…        

        Discover how PayU’s API integration can streamline your payment processes at eTail25. Ready to enh…
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          Guide to accepting more payment methods for online merc…        

        Learn how to accept different payment methods online to expand your business.
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          A Comprehensive Guide to Expanding Your Online Business…        

        Strategies and Insights for Successful Online Business Expansion in Africa
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                        Where do you want to take your career?
At PayU, we can help you get there.
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